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ABSTRACT 

A difference equation with a cubic nonlinearity is examined. Using a phase plane 

analysis, both quasi-periodic and chaotically behaving solutions are found. The chaotic 

behavior is investigated in relation to heteroclinic and homoclinic oscillations of stable 

and unstable solution rnanif olds emanating from unstable periodic points. Certain cri

teria are developed which govern the existence of the stochastic behavior. An approx

imate solution technique is developed giving expressions for the quasi-periodic solu

tions close to a stable periodic point and the aa;uracy of these expressions are investi

gated. The stability of the solutions is examined and approximate local stability criteria 

are obtained. Stochastic excitation of a nonlinear difference equation is also con

sidered and an approximate value of the second moment of the solution is obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Difference Equations 

In the a:mstruction of mathematical models of physical systems it is usually 

assumed that all of the independent variables, such as time and space, are ccntinuous. 

This assumption normally leads tD a realistic and justified approximation of the real 

variables of the system However, we regularly encounrer systems for which this ccn

tinuous variable assumption cannot be made. 

Systems in which one or more variables are inherently discrere are in areas such as 

population growth [ 1,2], digital control [3], digital communication networks [ 4], quan

tum mecha1:tics, strong focusing of orbiting particles in accelerators [5], and delayed 

feedback oscillation as in laser emission pulsation [ 6]. Due to their discrere character, 

these sysrems must be modelled by the use of difference equations or mappings. The 

step sizes of the discrete variables are large enough tD prevent the use of differential 

equations. 

Another important use of difference equations arises from the reduction of 

differential equations tD mappings. This reduction is accomplished by ccnsidering the 

theory of flows [7] of differential equations and maps of the type M: r c --> r c, where 

r c is a cross-section of the flow of the ccrresponding differential equations. For sys

rems with two degrees of freedom the map M is called aPoincare map [8,9]. M can 

always be looked upon as a difference equation. 

Through the consideration of Poincare maps, problems sucll as the motion of sarel

lires [10, 11], and the motion of ccupled nonlinear oscillators [12] can be analyzed 

using nonlinear difference equations. 0 f particular inrerest, in the use of difference 

equations, is the seemingly suocessful modelling of turbulence by the Lorenz equation 

[13], achieved by truncating the Navier Stokes equations. Through the tuning of the 

paramerers of the Lorenz equation it is possible to obtain chaotic behavior of the 
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solution [ 14, 15, 16, 17], i.e., turbulence. This behavior can readily be studied by reduc

ing the differential equation to a difference equation by considering a Poincare map of 

the flow. 

In numerical analysis, differential equations are converted to difference equations 

which in tum can be solved by the use of a digital romput.er. This conversion can be 

a=mplished through a wide range of discretization methods such as forward, central 

and backward difference, and the trapezoidal rule. In order that the solution of the 

difference equation approximate the solution of the differential equation, with aocept

able accuracy, the step sizes of the discrete independent variables are usually taken to 

be small. By letting the step sizes approach zero the behavior of the solution of the 

difference equations can be made to approach the behavior of the corresponding 

differential equation. No connections between difference and differential equations are 

made in this dissertation and hence the step size of the difference equation is left to 

assume values which are far removed from zero. 

To summarize, the reason for studying nonlinear difference equations lies in the 

fact that they are fascinating mathematical problems in their own right and in addition 

forrn important mathematical models for real dynamical systems. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

In this study we will consider second order scalar nonlinear difference equations of 

the type 

X,, +I = /(X,,, X,,-1• n) 

with initial conditions x0 ,xi. where x,,rrnrmerR D]¥lA integers n. 

In the main part of this dissertation /(:;;,, Xn- 1, n) is taken to be 

/(:;;,, X,,- 1, n) =ax,, - X,,-1 - ~· 

( 1.1) 

(1.2) 

The cubic nonlinearity was chosen as it can be characterized as the simplest, odd, 
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analytic nonlinearity. Whenever f (x,., x,. _" n) is chosen to be given by ( 1.2) we will 

call equation (1.1) the discrete Duffing's equation, due to the obvious similarities with 

the important nonlinear differential Duffing' s equation. 

In Chapter 2 we conduct a phase plane analysis of the discrete D uffing's equation. 

The existence and stability of the equilibrium points of equation (1.1) is analyzed in 

detail. Solution trajectories about a stable fixed point, a center, are examined. It is 

shown that close to a center, the motions are stable quasi-periodic orbits; however as 

the initial point is moved farther and farther away from the center, chaotic behavior 

frequently oocurs. This apparent stochastic behavior of the solution is examined in 

relation to the homoclinic and heteroclinic oscillations of the stable and unstable mani

folds emanating from unstable equilibrium or periodic points. Certain criteria are 

developed, governing the existenao of this stochastic behavior. 

In Chapter 3 we develop an approximate method, similar to the method of slowly 

varying parameters used in the analysis of nonlinear differential equations. W e also 

develop approximate stability boundaries for the solutions. 

Chapter 4 treats the discrete Mathieu equation obtained by perturbing equation 

( 1.1). Approximate stability boundaries oorre~JJonding to the solutions of the discrete 

Mathieu equation are obtained. Higher order approximations are achieved by the oon

sideration of the third harmonic, occurring due to the nonlinearity. The approximate 

stability boundaries obtained in Chapter 4 are compared to the boundaries amslructed 

by the use of the method developed in Chapter 3. Finally we oonducl a numerical 

determination of the stability boundaries of the solutions of the discrete M athieu 

equation using Floquet theory. 

In Chapter 5 we ronsider linear and nonlinear difference equations driven by sto

chastic excitation. A general expression for the seoond moments of the steady state 

response of a linear differenre equation is derived. This expression is used to consider 
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the exact evaluation of the second moment of the response of a nonlinear difference 

equation. It is also attempted to extend the method of equivalent linearization to 

cover nonlinear difference equations. An approximate value of the second moment of 

Lhe response of a nonlinear diiferen02 equation is obtained as a root of a third order 

polynomial. 
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Chapter 2 will serve as an introductory survey of the many fascinating, but bother

ing, problematic tDpics in the theory of nonlinear difference equations. We will, for 

simplicity, direct our efforts tD a difference equation with a cubic nonlinearity. In spite 

of the simple structure of the equation we will find a suprising amount of intriguing 

behavior. 

By relating the response x,. tD 27.+ 1 we obtain a two dimension space similar tD the 

phase plane of continuous systems. The phase plane plot can be used as a helpful tDol 

in discussing such properties as equilibrium, stability and periodicity of the solution. 

In Section 2.2 we determine tl1e location and the stability of the equilibrium points. 

The stability of the solution at an equilibrium point is determined by looking at the 

corresponding linear perlurbation equation. Having determined the equilibrium points 

and their stability, we can, without searching for the detailed behavior, obtain a rough 

estimate of the behavioi_rr of the system. 

In Section 2.3 we construct several phase plane plots in order tD analyse the proper

ties of the exact solution of the nonlinear differenoo equation. 

In order tD obtain the phase plane plots we will plot X,.+ 1 v.s. x,.. By having a 

sufficiently large set of points, x,.. 27.+t• it is possible tD achieve, for small enough ini

tial conditions, a distinct pattern in llie x,., Xn+i plane. For sufficiently large initial 

conditions and for certain values of llie parameters of llie difference equation we 

obtain unbounded solutions which seemingly behave in a chaotic manner. We will no 

longer obtain simple and smooth solution point trajectories. In Section 2.4 we will 

relate this stDchastic behavior of llie solution tD the intersection of separatrioes or 

homoclinic and heteroclinic oscillation. 
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2.2 Existence and Ure Stability of EquilibriurnPoinfs 

Consider the smooth map 

(2.1) 

where f is a diffeomorphisrn and where Rn is the n-dimensional Euclidean space. 

If x,,ro:Rn we introduce the notation 

for all integers n. The point :r:,, can then be expressed as 

Xn+1 = fn+l(x.) 

where 

r+ 1(x) =J(r(x)) 

A point is said to be periodic if we have 

Xn"' Xn+P 

for some integer P > 0. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Pis called the period of the point if P is the smallest integer satisfying (2.5). The 

periodic point, Xn , is also called a fixed point of the Pl' order. 

If P = 1, the point is called a fixed point of the first order or an equilibrium point 

This point is mapped back on1D itself in every iteration. We will also call an equili

brium point simply a fL'i:ed point, without the order specifioation. W e will here con

sider a smooth diffeomorphism on R 2• The difference equation 

(2.6) 

is such a map which will take the point (x,,-1 , x,.) in R 2 1D the point (x,. , X,.+ 1) in R 2 • 

In the following we will determine the location, in the R 2 space, and the stability of 

the equilibrium points of the nonlinear difference Equation (2.6). In order for an 
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equilibrium point to exist we must have 

(2.7) 

Hence, at the equilibrium points the Equation (2.6) yields 

x,.- ax,.+ x,. + ~=D 

which using ( 2. 7) yields either 

r a-2]* 
x,.=x..+1=± [-b- (2.8) 

or 

(2.9) 

(2.8) and (2.9) give the location of the equilibrium points in the phase plane. It is clear 

that if (a-2) lb < D there will exist no equilibrium points at the locations given by 

( 2. 8). In order to determine the local stability of the equilibrium points we superpose 

a small perturbation, fn. on the existing steady state solution at the equilibrium 

points. 

Pertubation around Xn+ 1 "'x,.=D; Assume a solution of the form 

(2.10) 

where fn is a small perturbation (2.10) into (2.6) yield 

(2.11) 

where we have neglected terms of O (l;Jf) . 

Perlubation around x, = x,.. =x,.+1 = [(a-2)/b J* ; Let 

(2.12) 

Our linear perturbation equation beoomes 
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(2.13) 

In order to conduct a systematic survey of the stability of the equilibrium points we 

start up by considering two cases, I and II. 

I). Let a and b satisfy 

W e can wrtte this as follows 

a). a'?- 2,b> 0 

b). a<; 2,b< 0. 

II) . Let a and b satisfy 

Which can be written 

a). a> 2,b< 0 

b). a< 2,b> 0. 

a-2 _ 0, 
b 

a-2 
-b-< 0. 

The following VNO sections will treat these two cases separately. 

2.2.1 Case I. Phase Plane for a.~2 :;,.. O 

It is clear from (2.11) that when 

-2< a< 2 

the origin is a center and if 

a>2ora<2 

the origin is a saddle point From (2.13) we can conclude that if 

2< a<4 

we have a center at 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 
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(2.19) 

and if 

a<2ora>4 (2.20) 

we have a saddle point at 

(2.21) 

Using these conditions for which centers and saddle points exist, more subclasses of 

case I can be distinguished. 

Case Ia). can be divided up into 

i). Saddle point at the origin, centers at 

for b > 0, 2< a< 4. 

ii). Saddle point at the origin, saddle points at 

for b > 0 , a > 4. 

Case lb). can be divided up into 

i). Center at the origin, saddle points at 

for b < 0 , -2 < a < 2. 

ii). Saddle point at the origin, saddle point at 

for b < 0 , a < -2. 

a-2 2.2.2 Case IL Phase Plane for b< 0 

Clearly no equilibrium points can exist at x,, =x,.+1 = [ "·~2 J* if a~2 < 0. Hence, 

the only existing equilibrium point in case II is located at the origin. Cases Ila and IIb 
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can further be divided up into more subcases depending on the stability of the solu

tion at the origin. Case IIb can be divided up into: 

ii) Center at the origin. 

for b> 0, -2< a< 2. 

i) Saddle point at the origin. 

for b> 0, a< -2. 

For case Ila the only existing equilibrium point is a saddle point at the origin. The 

different stability regions obtained above are plotted in Figure (2.1). 

2.3 Discussion of Periodicity and Stability of Points Cla;e 

to a Stable Fixed Point. 

Phase plane plots of explicit nonlinear dillerence equations can easily be produced 

numerically on a digital mmputer. This can be accomplished by simply stepping 

through the difference equation given the initial conditions, x0 and x 1• Since we only 

obillin discrete points for each successive iteration we must produce a large set of 

points in the x,,, Xn+ 1 plane in order to obtain dist.incl clear phase plane trajectories. 

The facL that closed loop trajectories, Figures (2.2) - (2.4), are obtainable close to a 

center is due to the lack of periodicity or the existance of extremely long periodic solu

tions. So we have a situation where the solution of the difference equation, x,,, Xn+1o 

cannot exactly be mapped back onto a previous solution point , x,.,,,, X,.,,,+ 1, unless the 

solution is periodic and then only when n>> m. The traced out curve will hence 

become more and more dense as the solution refuses to be mapped back onto one of 

the previous points. 

It is possible to get an indication of why the solutions should have long periods by 

considering a linear difference equation. Consider the equation 
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(2.22) 

Set 

a= 2co91J . (2.23) 

The exact solution is then 

:i:,. =A cos( n19) + B sin( n19) . 

W e asSUII1B "II to be chosen in such a way that :i:,. will be periodic with a period of 

N= 2JT 
19 

(2.24) 

where N must be an integer. Hence the solution points will here be mapped perfectly 

onto the points of the previous period after one revolution in the phase plane. 

W e will now investigate the mnsequences of slightly perturbing the value of 19. 

The new value, 19', can be written 

19' = 19 p 
Q. 

(2.25) 

where P and Q are integers and the fraction ~ is close to 1. The solution to 

Equation (2.22) can now be written 

(2.26) 

In order for the solution to be periodic we must have 

M~=R2rr (2.27) 

where M is the period such that 

(2.28) 

and R is the smallest integer satisfying Equation (2.27). Equation (2.24) into (2.27) 
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yields 

(2.29) 

It is clear that if J:v is a rational fraction, with a highest corrnnon factor of one, R 

must take on the value of P and M must take on the value of QN in order for 

Equation (2.29) to be satisfied. So by perturbing the value ii slightly the period 

changes from N to QN. This can be a considerable change which can be realized by 

considering the following example. 

Assume the initial period of the solution to be N = 25. Changing ii slightly by 

multiplying it by the fraction PIQ = 1001/1000 produces, a=rding to (2.29), a new 

period equill to M = 25000. Hence it will now take 25000 iterations, compared to 25 

iterations earlier, for the solution to repeatitself. 

Figures (2.2) - (2.4) illustrate how the "nonperiodic" quality of the solution makes 

it feasible to oonstrud smooth closed CUIVes or trajectories around a stable fixed point 

of the first order. Each figure oorresponds to a different stability region, as defined in 

Section 2.2 and shown in Figure (2.1). Each trajectory is obtained by iterating from 

one initial point 

One feature in Figures (2.2) - (2.4) with particular interest to us, in the develop-

rnent of an approximate theory, is the distinctness and smoothness of the trajectories 

close to a stable fixed point We will return to this fad later in Chapter 3. 

A subset C of Rn is invariant under f if /(C)c C. So judging from the dis

tinct and smooth character of the seemingly closed trajectories in Figures (2.2) - (2.4) 

we suspect that they are one dimensional invariant subsets under the map oorrespond-

ing to the difference equation (2.6). If this actually is the case these trajectories must 

also be one-dimensional invariant manifolds in R2 since the Map (2.6) is a 

diffeomorphlsm in R2. A 11 our numerical work indicates that this is true. Points 
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initially situated on one of these smooth curves seem to remain there as n grows to 

infinity. However, in spite of some effort we have not been able to obtain an expres-

sion for these curves nor have we been able to formally prove that closed invariant 

curves exist for our Map (2.6). 

The eigenvalues of the linear map obtained by linearizing the Map (2.6) around an 

equilibrium point of center type lie on the unit circle in the complex plane. Hence the 

system belongs to a critical class where stability cannot be determined by the 

corresponding linear system without the consideration of nonlinear terms. If all lli.e 

eigenvalues would have been located within the unit circle we could easily have pro-

ven that all solutions of the original nonlinear system would have been Liapunov 

asymptotically stable. The proof builds on the assumption of sufficiently small initial 

c:mditions and tlmt 

lim g(x,.) =O ( 2. 30) 
:z;.~o x,. 

where g(x,.) is the nonlinear part of equation (2.6). However since our system is 

critical it is not possible to oonclude stability or boundness using the same techniques 

and we are therefore forced to consider the complete nonlinear equation. So not only 

are we unable to determine if closed invariant curves exist but we are also unable to 

determine if the apparently bounded solutions actually are bounded. 

The outermost trajectory, in each of the Figures (2.2) - (2.4), can be defined to be 

the stability boundary which separates bounded and unbounded solutions. The nurner

ical determination of the stability boundary is complicated by the fact that the solution 

of the difference equation can remain bounded for many thousands of iterations and 

lli.en suddenly become unstable and blow up. Due to this phenomenon erroneous con-

clusions concerning lli.e stability of the equation can easily occur. Hence, in order to 

minimize the error in our stability analysis we are forced to consider a large number of 
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iterations of the difference equation. Since we cannot amclude stability in an analyti

cal. sense we will define the solutions which remain within a certain predetermined dis

tance, L , from a center after a given numbers of iterations, s, to be stable. 

D efini.ng stability in this manner will lead to stability boundaries that are functions 

of both L and S. The L dependence is not critical since the solution grows very 

fast as soon as it tends to become unstable. The dependence on S however, is lliat 

much more critical.. For example, concluding that the solution is stable due to the fact 

that after 1000 iterations the solution is still well below the value of L can yield a 

drastically different stability boundary compared to concluding stability using 100000 

iterations. In Figures (2.2) - (2.4) the stability boundaries are found by using S=lOODD. 

Seventh order fixed points very close to the stability boundary can be detected in 

Figure (2.2). The complex conflguration of the stability boundary in Figure (2.3) can 

be explained by the discrepancy between this boundary and the true stability boun

dary. The points on our stability boundary will eventually be mapped outside a circle 

of radius L centered at origin for a certain n> S. 

In Figures (2.5.a) to (2.5.e) we take a closer look at the behavior of the solution 

close to the stability boundary. W e have chosen to concentrate on case Ilb and there 

to focus on the top cent.er "comer'' of the stability boundary. In Figures (2.5.a) and 

(2.5.b) we have chosen initial conditions that are located inside the stability region. It 

is seen that the shape of the trajectory changes dramatically as the initial condition 

approaches the stability boundary, going from Figure (2.5.a) to (2.5.b). A further 

small perturbation of the initial conditions toward the stability boundary changes the 

trajectory to some "semi periodic" appearance, Figure ( 2.5. c), where the points seem to 

be irlil.uenced by higher order fixed points. Figure ( 2.5. d) shows the trajectory 

obtained when the initi"ll conditions are chosen to lie on the stability boundary deter

mined by 
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setting S= 10000. Judging from the scatter of the points we can suspect that they are 

actually located slightly outside the stability boundary and that the solution eventually 

will grow .unstable. In Figure (2.5.e) the initial conditions are clearly located outside 

the stability region which forces the solution to grow unstable in few hundred steps. 

2.4 Stochastic Behavior and Intersect.mg Separatrices 

In this section we will consider the solution in a more global sense. We will study 

solutions whicl:J. are located outside of and away from the stability boundaries obtained 

in Section 2.3. These unbounded solutions behave in a much more complex manner 

than the apparently bounded solutions discussed in the previous section. 

We will fust consider Equation (2.6) with a= -1 , 0, b = -3.0. This particular 

cl:J.oice of the parameters a and b falls into the stability region (Ibi) (see Figure 

(2.1)). The corresponding bounded solutions were discussed in Section 2.3 . The 

complex behavior of the unbounded solutions is for this case apparent through the 

quasi-stocl:J.astic scatter of points in the phase plane as displayed in Figure (2. 6.a). 

As can be seen from Figure ( 2.6. b) and as determined in Section 2.2 we have here, 

in addition to the fixed point at the origin, two unstable fixed points of saddle type at 

(1,1) and at (-1,-1). With each unstable fixed point we have one unstable and stable 

manifold. W e call these manifolds separatrices. Solution points located on the stable 

separatrix will approacl:J. the fixed point after repeated applications of the map or 

difference Equation (2.6). Solution points located on the unstable separat.rix will be 

mapped away from the fixed point. 

By cl:J.oosing several initial points along the eigenvectors of the linearized system 

about the fL"Xed point, we can trace out the unstable separatix by iterating forward and 

the stable separatix by iterating backward. The stable and unstable manifolds can be 

defined as follows : 
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(2.31) 

(2.32) 

where i = 1 , 2 and x, is the location of the i °' saddle tr.Pe fixed point in the phase 

plane. These separatrices are sketched out and labeled in Figure (2.6.c). From Figures 

(2.6.b) and (2.6.c) it is seen that the unstable separatrix WY does not simply ooincide 

with the stable separatrix W~. The solution behaves in a more oomplex 

and intriguing manner. W f crosses the stable manifold W ~ and starts to oscillate 

around W~ in an increasingly violent manner. As seen in Figure (2.6.c) W~ 

behaves in a similar manner in relationship to Wf. The crossing points of the 

unstable and stable separatrices are called heteroclinic points and the oscillations men

tioned above are called heteroclinic oscillations [2,20,21,22]. ( A point of intersection 

of a stable and unstable manifold emanating from the same fixed point is called a 

homoclinic point [2, 18, 19,20]. The oorresponding oscillations of the manifolds are 

called homoclinic oscillations. ) 

Since the map is a diffeomorphism the heteroclinic points must approach the fixed 

point x2, along W~, as n--> oo. Similarly the heteroclinic points must approach x 1 

along WY , as n --> - 00 • So, for example, the heteroclinic point a 1 (Figure ( 2. 6.c)) 

is mapped to a point farther down the manifold W~ closer to the fixed point x2• 

Since our map is smooth and onto, a neighborhood of a 1 in WY must be mapped 

into a neighborhood of the point f(a 1). Hence we must again have a heteroclinic 

crossing of the manifolds Wf and W~ at the point f(a 1). We call this point "a2". 

It can easily be shown that the sign of the angle between two intersecting curves in 

the plane is preserved under the Map ( 2.6.). Hence points located to the right (left) 

of an observer traveling down any manifold must always remain to the right (left) for 

any number of iterations of the map. In order for this to hold we realize that the man

ifold Wf must cross W~ between tl1e points a 1 and a2. In Figure (2.6.c) we call 
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this point ''bi". 

Since our map is smooth and onto, it will map a simply oonnected region into 

another simply connected region. Hence all the points in the region, A 1 , cut out in 

the plane by the manifolds W'\' and W~ between a 1 and bi. are mapped into the 

shaded region A2. No other points can be mapped into this region. Since the Jacobian 

determinant of the map is equal to one, the map is said to be area preserving. W e 

therefore have the situation where all the inside regions, labeled A, (i = 2,3 .. ) , must 

have the same area Similarly all the outside regions, labeled B. ( 1 = 1, 2 .. ) , must have 

the same area ( D ue to the symmetry between the manifolds, the areas of the outside 

and the inside regions are also equal.) 

As the heteroclinic points approach a fixed point the distance between two consecu

tive heteroclinic points tends to zero. Hence the amplitude of the oscillation of WY 

around W ~ must increase with each mapping in order to preserve the area of each 

region cut out between the manifolds Wj' and W~. The "outside",E., loops are 

mapped into thinner and longer regions and all points oontained therein must asymtot

ically approach the unstable manifold W!f and tend to -oo as n-> oo • Wj' (WO 

cannot cross Wlf (WO since any intersection point of the two manifolds would be 

mapped to two different locations, the fixed points x 1 and x2, as n-> - oo ( 00 ). This 

cannot occur since our Map (2.6) is one to one and onto. 

An "inside" loop of a stable manifold, i.e. WY or Wlf, will eventually, as n 

grows, be mapped into an outside loop. This transition takes place crossing the diago

nal x,. = -x,.+1 , (see Figure (2.6.c)). The same holds true for the inside loops of a 

stable manifold as (-n) grows. 

Unlike an exterior loop of W y , an interior loop of W y cannot increase in height 

in a simple manner since wy is oonstrained by W!t . Instead the inside loop starts to 

wrap around in the interior, as n grows, and by so doing it intersects both of the 
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oscillating manifolds, WL and W~. Henoo as n-> co more and more of the inside 

loop of W '\' will be carried, by the outside loops of W '\' and W l!, to -co and oo as 

it also gets thinner and thinner. A 11 tllis occurs without W '\' intersecting itself or WM. 

A 11 points contained in an inside loop will eventually be carried to co or -co as 

n-)oo. 

The images of the inside loops start to form an inside envelope, E, as the 

number of mappings, n, grows. This closed envelope corresponds to our stability 

boundary for the closed and bounded trajeclories discussed in Section 2.3. The inside 

loops can be mapped arbitrarily close to tllis envelope but can never cross it. In the 

exterior of the envelope, the inside loops start to densely fill the remainder of the 

region cut out by the manifolds. In the interior of the envelope points are mapped 

along closed and smooth paths (Figures (2.2) and (2.6.c)) 

By crossing the stability boundary, E (the envelope of the inner loops), leaving 

the bounded region behind us, we must end up on or in an inside loop of one the 

four manifolds, W'\', WHi=l,2). This must be the case sinoe tllis region becomes 

dense with inside loops, as n-> co • In other words, by choosing any location in tllis 

region we can always find a Im[, sufficiently large, and a closed set L consisting of 

all points on and within an inside manifold loop such that the set fm(L) will contain 

a point at the chosen location. H enoe almost all points in the densely filled region will 

eventually be mapped towards co or - oo since all points contained in an inside loop 

must be carried to ± 00 as n -> oo. (The word "almost" is used here since if a point is 

located exactly on the stable manifold it will be mapped to its corresponding fixed 

point. This occurrence, however, is one of zero measure.) When the point is located 

in an unstable (a stable) manifold loop, the point will first be carried along as the loop 

wraps (unwraps) itself around the qrigin. 

This explains why we obtain, as mentioned in Section 2.3, points close, but 
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outside, the stability boundary which can remain bounded for several thousand map

pings and then suddenly be mapped towards oo or -oo • In order for this to o=. 

the point must be located in an inside loop which must wrap (unwrap) itself around 

the stable fixed point a large number of times before the loop can carry the point 

towards ± oo • 

The connection between the stochastic appearance of the mapped points and the 

occurrence of heteroclinic oscillations can now be treated. Due to the heteroclinic 

oscillations we obtain, as seen above, a region filled up by inside manifold loops. 

Points on or within these loops will be mapped around the origin several times in a 

manner dependent on the loop and the location of the point Hence, if we choose to 

plot the images of a few discrete points for repeated maps, and not to plot the mani

folds, the points appear to be become scattered in a stochastic manner. However, we 

classify this as stochastic scatter only because we fail to realize the amazing structure 

of the inside manifold loops given our limited discrete information. (See Figures 

(2.6.a) and (2.6.c)) 

In Figure (2.7) we have a,= 1.5 and b = -0.5. The critical points are of the same 

type and in the same location as for a,= -1.0, b = -3.0. In spite of this fact we obtain 

a totally different global behaviour. W e have here none of the indications of the 

existence of heteroclinic oscillations as we had in the previous case. The unstable man

ifold W\.'( W1) smoothly coincides with the stable manifold W~( Wlf). We obtain no 

chaotic behaviour. 

In Figure (2.8.a), a,= 3.0, b = 1.0, we again see clear evidence of stochastic type 

behaviour. From local analysis, Section 2.3, we have determined the existence of three 

first order fixed points, a saddle point at the origin and centers at (1.1) and (-1.-1). 

Figure (2.4.a) was obtained by Choosing several points, close to the origin, on the 

stable, W", and unstable, W", manifold. Two initial points, one for each center, 
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were also chosen to lie in the regions of bounded trajectories. Hence the scattered 

points are all on the stable and unstable manifolds even though the scatter appears to 

be very chaotic. In Figure (2.8.b) we can see that the manifolds do not have the same 

slope at the line of symmetry and hence cross al points c and d. This implies, since the 

manifolds are issued from the same fixed point, that we must have homoclinic cross

ings. Figure (2.8.c) clearly indicates how the inside homoclinic loops strive to fill the 

inside space in a dense manner. Again, the loops form envelopes which coincide with 

the stability boundaries around the centers. 

The results above indicate the following. Stochastic behaviour exhibited by a 

smooth cliffeomorphism is caused by homoclinic or heteroclinic oscillations of unstable 

and stable manifolds. 

W hen do such oscillations occur? W e have seen that the occurrence of heteroclinic 

and homoclinic oscillations for map (2.6) is dependent upon the parameters of the 

map. It would therefore be desirable to develop a condition that would guarantee the 

(non) existence of these oscillations. The concept of topologicat entropy [19 J of a map, 

has been used by Katok [23], M arming [24] and Bowen [25] in order to guarantee 

homoclinic points. To date We have not been able to adapt the known result, relating 

the topological entropy of a map to homoclinic oscillations, in order to obtain explicit 

conditions on the parameters of our map (2.6) guaranteeing the (non)existence of 

homoclinic oscillations. Further research in this area is continuing. Preliminary results, 

obtained by considering the slope reversing of an interval of a manifold, indicate that 

the following must hold: The map (2.6) cannot have any transverse heteroclinic cross

ings if 

a-sox;> 1 

holds true for Xn E: Wf and Wt, i = 1, 2. 

(2.33) 
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As an aside we will give a brief note on a dissipative map g: R2 -> R2. A map is 

dissipative if there exists a set Q, which is an attractor, containing the fixed point :i;. 

Our Map (2.6) could be ronverted into a dissipative map by adding an extra Xn-i 

term It has been shown that for certain values of the parameters of the map g the 

obtained attracting set appears to be chaotic. Such an attracting set is called a strange 

attractDr [6 , 2 6 , 2 7 ]. W e make mention of this here because the existence of strange 

attractDrs in a dissipative map depends direcUy on the existence of homoclinic and 

heteroclinic oscillations. 

2.5 Marginally Stable Solutions 

During the determination of the stability boundaries in Section 2.3 we also encoun-

tered stability regions which can be characterized as Jines. The solutions of the 

difference equation located on these Jines are only stable for perturbations in a specific 

direction, the direction of the line itself. Perturbing the solution any other direction 

will cause the solution to grow unstable. 

It will be shown here that the cause for this phenomenon is that the perturbed sys-

tern does not have a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectDrs. It will also be 

shown that the stability line is in the direcl1on of the ordinary eigenvectDr. 

Consider the rose Ilb with a= 1 and b = 1 

(2.34) 

Add a small perturbation, tn• to the solution x0 • 
n 

(2.35) 

Substituting the perturbated solution into (2.34) yields 

(2.36) 

where 



The eigenvalues of· A are 

r o 
A= [-1 
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A necessaiy condition for dependent eigenvectors is 

so we must have 

or 

x 2 = 1 •n 

x 2 = _.!:._ for Vn 
°" 3 

(2.37) 

(2.3B) 

(2.39) 

( 2.4-0) 

(2.41) 

Hence the only values of x.,. that yield identical eigenvalues are either x0n = 1 or x0n = -1. 

For these values of x.,. the matrix A does not have a full complement of linearly indepen-

dent eigenvectors. Both eigenvectors are colinear with the vector 

(2.42) 

The generalized eigenvectors can be found in order to wrtte A in Jordan form. The vectors are 

~ ~ T 
ip 1 =[1,-1] and ip 2 =[0<.,l-0<.] . (2.43) 

So we can wrtte 

_ r 1 0( ] r-1 1] r1-0<. O(] 
A-l-l l-0<.lO -1[1 1 

and 

0( l rl(-1r n(-l)n-ll r1-0<. -ex] 
1-cx o (-1r l 1 1 · (2.45) 
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But from (2.36) we can W!ite 

(2.46) 

so 

~ _r 1 a.] rl(-1)m m(-l)m-ll fl-a. a.]~ 
fn+m- l-1 1-a. 0 (-l)m l 1 1 ~n ' 

(2.47) 

If we now choose the initial perturbation, 1n , to be parallel to an eigenvector of A, 

~ ]T ~n= [1,-1 , (2.46) 

we obtain from (2.45) the following 

(2.49) 

Hence the solution remains bounded for a perturbation along the eigenvector of A . For any 

other direction of the perturbation the term m( -1) will remain in the expression for 1 n+m 

and therefore will force the solution to grow unstable as m-> ~ . 

From Equation (2.34) it is clear that we only have one solution with ~ = 1 for all n. This 

solution is periodic, having a period of four iterations in the sequence: ( 1, 1), ( 1,-1), (-1,-1), (-

1, 1), ( 1, 1) ,. ... , We can conclude from above that the solution around these fourth order fixed 

points is only stable for small perturbations along a line in the phase plane of slope -1. This 

agrees very well with our numerical investigation as shown in Figure (2.9). 
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3 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS; SLOWLY VARYING PARAMETERS 

3.1 Introduction 

The feasibility of exact analytic determination of solutions of nonlinear difference 

equations and the corresponding stability criteria is often lacking. As seen previously, 

even a difference equation of relative simple structure yield solutions of surprising 

complexity. However, as seen in the previous chapter, points sufficiently close to a 

stable fL"{ed point are mapped along closed and smooth trajectories encircling the fixed 

point Hence by considering solutions only of small magnitude about the fixed poinl 

we obtain well behaved solutions. This gives rise to a desire to develop techniques that 

will yield approximate steady state solutions of small amplitude and corresponding 

local stability bounds. 

We are here going to develop an approximate solution method similar to the 

met110d of slowly varying parameters as used in the analysis of nonlinear differential 

equations. We will, as before, consider the specific case of a difference equation with a 

cubic nonlinearity. In the first section we obtain an expression for an approximate 

steady state solution of a homogeneous equation of such a type. In the next two fol

lowing sections we oonsider both the main and the ultraharmonic forced response. The 

stability analysis of the steady state solutions is given in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 we 

develop some approximate solutions of higher order. 

3.2 The H ornogenOOIJS Equation 

Consider the equation 

.77.+1 - =n + .77.-1 + bx;! = 0 

with -2 < a< 2 . Equation (3.1) can be written as 

6 2 x,,+2(1-cos~).x,. +bx/;= 0 

where 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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a= 2 ros-0 

6 x,. denotes the central difference 

and therefore 

/:, 
2Xn = Xn+ I -2x,, +-X,,-1 

First c:msider the linear case, b = 0. 

This linear difference equation has the exact solution 

x,, = A ros( n '11) + B sin( n -0) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where the constants A and B are dependent upon the initial conditions of the sys

tem governed by (3.6). 

By introducing a nonlinearity ( b 7' 0) the solution of Equation ( 3.2) can no longer 

be represented by a simple harmonic function with frequency -0. However, for small 

values of b we can assume the solution to show fairly close similarity to the solution 

of the linear Equation (3.6). The desired approximate solution of Equation (3.2) is 

then constructed by letting A and B in (3.7) be slowly varying functions of n, the 

step number. The solution can be written as 

.rn =A (n)cos(n\O)+ B(n)sin(n\O) (3.8) 

In order for x,. (3.8) to be a solution of Equation (3.2) we must force A (n) and 

B(n) to satisfy certain conditions obtained by substituting (3.8) into Equation (3.2). 

The central difference of x,, (3.8) is : 
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+ llA (n)ros( nip) + llB(n)sin( nip) 

where we have neglected all differences of order two and higher. 

(3.9) 

The solution a:,, (3.8) is a functional of two independent functions of n. Since 

we have only one equation in two variables we can introduce an arbitrary relationship 

between A (n) and B(n). It is convenient to choose this auxiliary condition as 

llA ( n) cos( nip) + llB(n) sin( nip) = O 

Using (3.10) in (3.9) we have 

llx,, =A ( n)llcos( cosip )+ B( n)llsin(nip) 

So 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

where we have neglected all differences of order tbree and higher. Substituting the 

expression (3.12) for ll 2 a:,, into Equation (3.2) and noting that 

llcos(nip) = -2sin(nip)sin(Y,, rp) 

(3. 13) 

yields 
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2[A (n)cos(n9') + B(n)sin(n9')][cos9' - cos'll-] -

By multiplying Equation (3.14) by sln(n9') and using the auxiliary condition (3.10) 

we get 

Similarly multiplication of equation by cos( n 9') yields 

Since we have assumed A (n) and B(n) to be slowly varying functions with periods 

of much greater magnitude than 2rr we can simplify Equations (3.15) and (3.16) to 
9' 

the following forms 

and 
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B(n)[cosi;o - cosiJ]-2sin( %-)tiA (n) + ~ b [A 2(n) + B2(n)]B(n) = O (3.18) 

These two equations determine A (n) and B(n) for all n, given the initial condi

tions. Proceeding with this determination would require nurnerioal simulation. Since an 

e.,'Cact solution of Equation (3.2) could be obtained using the same numerical simula

tion technique directly on (3.2), we have no interest in determining A(n) and B(n) 

from ( 3.17) and ( 3.18). However, our primary interest is in the steady state solution 

which can easily be obtained through Equations (3.17) and (3.18) without recourse to 

numerical techniques. 

For steady stale solution 

tiA(n)=tiB(n)=O. 

Thus Equations (3.17) and (3.18) become 

3 
A ( COS\O - cosiJ) + 8 B(A 2 + b2)A = 0 (3.19) 

(3.20) 

Equations (3.19) and (3.20) are satisfied if 

A =O (3.21) 

and 

(3.22) 

Equation (3.22) yields the relationship between the amplitude, B, and the frequency, 

\0, of the steady state response 

(3.23) 

The approximate solution is compared to the exact solution, obtained through numeri-

oal simulation, in Figure (3.1). 
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3..3 Forced Oscillations 

Consider the forred nonlinear difference equation 

{). 2x,, + 2( 1 - coS'IJ)x,, + bx; = bPsin( rup) 

Where ,o"' 'IJ . Assume as before a solution of the form 

x =A (n)cos(n,o) + B(n)sin(n,o) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Where A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying functions. We will again use the auxiliary 

oondition 

So we have 

f). 2x =A (n)6 2cos(n9')+B(n)6 2sin(n,o) 

+{).A (n)6cos( n,o )+6B( n)6sin( n,o) 

Equations (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27) into (3.24) yield 

2[A ( n)cos(n,o )sin( n,o) + B(n)sin2(n,o) ]( cos,o-coS'IJ) 

and 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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2[ A ( n)cos2(n\O) + B(n)sin(n\O )cos( n\O) ] (COSIO - costJ.) 

= Pcos( n\O) sin( n\O) (3.29) 

but since A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying functions of n we have 

B( n) [ cosj' - cosiJ] -2sin( ~ )llA (n) 

+ ~ b[A 2(n) +B2(n)]B(n) =Y,,bP (3.30) 

and 

A (n) [cosj'-costJ.]+2sin( t)tiB(n) 

+ ~[A2(n)+B2(n)]A(n)=O. (3.31) 

The steady state solution has constant amplitude and phase with respect to n. 

Hence for steady state we have 

llA(n)=llB(n)=O. 

Set 

IA (n) I= As and IB(n) I= Bs 

The Equations (3.30) and (3.31) can now be written 

± Bs[COS\O -cosiJ] + ~ b [As2 + B.2](± B.) = Y,, b P 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 
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or 

A.=O (3.36) 

(3.37) 

Equation (3.37) detenni.nes A. and Bs of the steady state solution 

(3.38) 

Figures (3.2a) and (3.2b) show the relation between the amplitude B. and the frequency, rp. 

3.4 UltraharmonicRespanse 

Nonlinear systems often exbibit response frequencies which can significantly deviate from 

that of U1e forcing function In fue case of the discrete Duffing Equation (3.24), we would 

expect an ultraharmonic response to prevail when fue frequency of the forcing term is approxi-

mately one third of the linear natural frequency of fue system The ult.raharmonic part of the 

response will fuen have a frequency which is three times fue forcing frequency. 

In this section we will find an approximate expression for fue response of fue discrete sys-

tern governed by Equation (3.24) for the case when rp"" ~. 

Consider fue equation 

where 

6 2x,. + 2(1-oo~)x,. + b:i:g = b Psin(nrp) 

"" .Li9. rp 3 . 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

1 
For values of rp close to 31J fue effect on the main response due to the nonlinearity is 

minimal. We can therefore wrtte fue solution as follows 

x,. = Qsin(nrp) +A (n)cos(3n9') + B(n)sin(3n9') ( 3.41) 

where A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying functions of n and where 
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x,.= Qsin(n90) 

satisfies the linear equation 

r::, 2x,. + 2( 1 - cow)x,. = b sin( n90) 

By substituting (3.42) into Equation (3.43) we obtain 

Q = bP[2( COS9' - cow) i-1 

The first central difference of x,. is 

+ f::,A (n)cos(3n90) + llB(n)sin(3n90) 

where we have neglected differences of order two and higher. 

W e choose our amdliary condition as 

6A (n)cos(3n90) +llB(n)sin(3n90) = 0 . 

Hence 

+ f::,A (n)6cos(3??Rii) + llB(n)6sin(3n90) 

Substituting ( 3.4 7) into Equation ( 3. 39) , multi.plying by sin ( 3n90) and noting that 

6cos(3n90) = -2sin(3n90)sin( ~ 90) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 
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we obtain after the use of the auxiliary condition ( 3.46) 

2[A ( n)cos( 3n\O )sin(3n\O) + B( n) sin2(3n\O) ][ cos(3\0) - costi-] · 

-2llA ( n)si.n( ~ \0) + 2Q cos(3n\O )sin(3n\O) [ COS\O -costi-J 

(3.49) 

Using the fact that A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying functions of n we obtain 

B(n) [ cos(3\0) -costi-] -2sin( ~ \O)llA (n) 

(3.50) 

A second equation relating A (n) and B(n) is obtained in a similar fashion multiplying 

Equation (3.39) by cos(3n\O). 

A (n)[cos(3n.10)-cost9-] + 2sin( ~ \O)llB(n) 

The steady state solution is obtained when 

LIA =llB=O 

The Equations (3.50) and (3.51) become 

E(n)[cos(3\0) - costi-] + b ~ [3B3(n) -Q3 + SA 2(n)B(n) + 6Q 2B(n)J = O 

and 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 
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A (n)[cos(3rp) -cost!)+ b ~ [3B3(n) + 3A (n)B2(n) + 12Q2A (n)] = O (3.54) 

For a nontrtvial. solution we can set 

A (n) = 0 (3.55) 

and 

(3.56) 

Since we have steady state we will call 

]A(n)]=As (3.57) 

and 

]B(n) I= Es (3.58) 

in order to obtain the following from (3.55) and (3.56) 

A.=O (3.59) 

and 

(3.60) 

where Q is given by expression (3.44). Equation (3.60) relates the amplitude, Es. of the solu

tion 

x,, = Q sin( nrp) ± B8 sin( 3nrp) 

to the frequency. rp, of the forcing function See Figures (3.2a) arnd (3.2b). 

3.5 Stability of the Steady State Solution 

3. 5.1 The Ji[ ain R esponsc 

(3.61) 

W e will here investigate the loc81 stability of the steady state response of the system 

governed by Equation (3.24) in Section 3.3. In order to perform the investigation. we perturb 
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the solution of Equations (3.30) and (3.31). Hence assume 

A(n) =~n (3.62) 

B(n) =B+rin 

where A (n) = 0 and B(n) = B is the steady state solution of (3.30) and (3.31). The linear

ized pertumation equations resulting from substituting ( 3.62) into (3.30) and (3.31) are: 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

For simplicity call 

(3.65) 

and 

(3.66) 

Equation (3.64) gives 

(3.67) 

So Equation ( 3. 63) yields 

t;2 + \/,\/ 2 =O 
17n 4sin2( (O/Z) 11n (3.68) 

Now set 

17n+! = 1' 17n · (3.69) 

For stability we must require 

( 3. 70) 

Equation.(3.69) substituted into Equation (3.68) gives 
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(3.71) 

So if 

(3.72) 

we have Ii\ I"" 1 and hence a stable solution The inequality (3.72) is satisfied if 

(3.73) 

Since rp"' -tJ and lb I is assumed to be small, the right inequality is always satisfied So we are 

left with 

(3.74) 

The inequality (3.74) gives a condition on B and rp for the steady state solution (3.38) of 

the homogeneous difference Equation (3.2) to be locally stable. Local and global stability of the 

solutions of the homogeneous Equation ( 3.2) was discussed in the previous chapter. 

3.5.2 Stability of the Ultraharmonic Response 

Section 3.4 we obtained an approximate solution (3.41) of Equation (3.39) which Included 

the ultraharmonic response. We arrived at the Equations (3.50) and (3.51) relating the slowly 

varying !unctions A (n) and B(n). 

B(n)[ocs(3rp)-cosll]-2sin( ~ rp)f.A(n) + 

+ ~ b [3B3 (n) - Q3 +SA 2(n) + 6Q2B(n)] = 0 (3.50) 

and 
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A(n)[cos(3sc)-co:ID]+2sin( ~ sc)AB(n) 

( 3.51) 

In order to determine the local stability condition of the steady state solution of ( 3.50) and 

(3.51), hence also an approximate stability condition of the steady state solution of Equation 

(3.39), we proceed as follows. Let 

A(n) = tn (3.75) 

B(n) = B+7'Jn ( 3. 76) 

where tn and 7'/n are small perturoations and B(n) = B and A (n) = 0 is the steady state 

solution to ( 3.50) and (3.51). 

Substituting (3.75) and (3.76) into (3.50) and (3.51) yields 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 

where 

3 I [ bP ]
2

] 0 1 = cos( 3)' )-cow+ b s[ B2 
+ COS\O _ cosiJ (3.79) 

3 I [ bP Jl 0 2 = cos(3)') - cow+ b -[6B2 + 
16 COS!p - COW 

(3.80) 

Taking the central difference of the Equation ( 3. 78) gives 
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2sin( ~)b.27i,. + !J ,b.{,.= 0 . 

By solving for b.{,. in (3.81) and substituting into (3. 98) we obtain 

4si.n2
( ~ rp)b.27i,. + !J 10 rtrJn = 0 

Hence the stability condition becmnes 

0 ,o i" 0 

or finally 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

Hcos(3rp) -coS'!J.] - ~ b [9B2 + 6Q2]H[ros(3rp) -coS'IJ.] + ~ b [3B2 + 12Q2]j;,, O , (3.84) 

which is our stability criterion for the steady state solution 

x = Q sin( nrp) + Bsin( 3rp) 

3.6 Approximate Solutions of Higher Order 

3.6.1 Use of 1he Exact Central Dilferenre Formulation 

(3.85) 

In Section 3.2 we applied a slowly varying parameter technique to a homogeneous 

equation. In doing so we used approximate expressions for both the first, b. x,., and 

the second, 82 x,.., central difference of x,.. In order to achieve a higher order 

approximation these approximations will be replaced by exact expressions. 

As in Section 3.2 consider the homogeneous Equation (3.15) 

b. 2.x,. + 2( 1 - cow)x,, +bx}(= o (3.2) 

As before we assume a solution of the form 

Xn =A (n)cos(nrp) + B(n)sin(nrp) (3.86) 

Retaining all terms in the expression for the first central difference of x,. gives. 
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!:>x,. = 6 A (n)ros(nSo) +A (n)!:>ros(n\O) +*!:>A (n)1cos(n + *)\O -2ros(n\O) 

As an auxiliary condition we require 

Henoe 

The exad expression for the second difference of x,. beromes 

+ *l.IB(n)16sin(n + *l\O + llsin(n-*ll"l 

+ ~62sin(n\O) iB(n + Yz/ + B(n-*)l 

Using Equations (3.86), (3.13), and (3.90) and noting that 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 

(3.90) 
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hros(n + Y,, ),o = 2sin(n+ Y,,),osin(Y,,,o) 

6cos(n-Y,,),o = 2sin(n-Y,,),osin(Y,,\O) 

6sin(n + ).fl,o = 2cos(n + Y,,),osin(Y,, \0) 

6sin(n-Y,,),o = 2ms(n-Y,,),osin(Y,,,o) (3.91) 

the Equation (3.2) yields 

2[A (n)cos(n,o) + B(n)sin(n,o)](1-cost9-) 

+ [lA (n + Y,,) +A (n-Y,,)jcos(n,o) + )B(n + ).(.) + B(n-7(.)lsin(n,o)J(cos,o -1) 

-6A (n)lsin(n + Y,,),o +sin(n-Y,, ),olsin(Y,, ,o) + 6B(n) )cos(n+ Y,,),o + cos(n-Y,,),olsin(Y,, ,o) 

+ b[A (n)cos(n,o) + B(n)sin(n,o)]3 = 0 . (3.92) 

By multiplying Equation (3.92) by sin(n,o) and using the auxiliary condition (3.88) and 

the !act that A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying !unctions itis possible to obtain 

B(n)[l - costJ]- (B(n + Y,,) -B(n) + B(n-Y,,))( 1- oos,o) 

(3.93) 

Repeating the same procedure but multiplying Equation (3. 92) by oos( n,o) we achieve 

A (n)[l - oostJ]-(A (n +).(.)-A (n) +A (n-Y,,)][1-oos,o J 

+6B(n)sin,o+ ~ b[A 2(n)+B2(n)]A(n)=O. (3.94) 

The slowly varying parameters, A (n) and B(n), in the solution (3.86) can be determined by 

the use o! the Equations ( 3. 93) and (3. 94). 
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For steady state solutions we have tiA (n) = tiB(n) = 0. Hence 

B(n)(cos\0-co:W? + ~ b [A 2(n) +E2(n)]B(n) =O (3.95) 

3 
A (n)(cosrp -coW) + Bb [A 2(n) + E2(n)]A (n) = O . (3.96) 

If we set 

A (n) = 0 (3.97) 

we have 

(cos\O -cosiJ) + ~ b Bs2 = 0 (3.98) 

where 

IB(n) I= Es (3.99) 

Equation (3.98) determines the amplitude, B •. of the steady state response. It is realized that 

Equation (3.98) is identical to Equation (3.22) which was derived with approximate expressions 

for ti x,,, and ti2x,,,. 

3.6.2 Stability Analyllis 

Jn order to determine the local stability of the steady state solution obtained above we per-

turb the solution as follows 

A(n) =(n 

B(n) =B+1Jn (3.100) 

where (n and 7/n are small perturoations. Substituting the perturbed steady state solutions 

(3.100) into Equation (3.93) and (3.105) 

(nV 1 +d7JnSinrp + (cos\0-l)((n+JI +(n-)1) = 0 (3.101) 

and 
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where 

\I 1 =1-cosiJ+ 2sin2
( f-) + ~ b B 2 

Assume a solution of the form 

Hence we have 

7Jn+)t = 7).,{P 

and the Equations (3.101) and (3.102) yield 

~n-)t[p'V 1 + (cosip -1)(p2+1)] +77,.-"*(p2-1)sinip = 0 

For a nontrivial solution of these equations we must require 

This can be simplified to yield 

where 

p4 +A p3 + B p2 +A p + 1 = 0 

~2('1/ I+ \I 2)sin
2 

( t) 
A=-------

4sin4( t__) + sin2ip 
2 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 

(3.104) 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

(3.108) 

(3.110) 

(3.111) 
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Bco5\0sin2
( })+\7 1\7 2 

B = - -----'=-------
4sin4( £"...) +sin2,o 

2 

(3.112) 

We are searching for the region in the A and B plane where the solution of Equation (3.110) 

satisfies the condition ~ I="" 1. This region would then, as seen from ( 3.105), correspond to 

the region of stability for the steady state solution of our difference equation. 

The region for which ~I="" 1 is easily determined to be 

(B + 2-2A )(B + 2+2A)2 0 (3.113) 

If the expression (3.111) and (3.112) for A and Bare substituted into the inequality (3.113) 

we get 

(3.114) 

Inequality (3.114) can be written as follows 

{22+(-24+6cosiJ)cos,o+5cos(219-)-Bcom1+bB2[B-~S\O- ~ cos'lJ.]+ ~ b2B"}x 

(3.115) 

but 

22+ ( -24+6cos1J.)cosl' +5cos (219-)-Bcos'lJ. 

(3.116) 
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for '11"' rp, which is the region of interest, and lb I small. So for stability we rrrust satisfy 

(3.117) 

which can be wlitten 

(3.118) 

This is exactly the stability criterion for the steady state solution, obtained previously, when 

approximations for the fill;t and second central difference of x,, were used. 

a6.3 Higher o:nm- Approximalian by the Use cf the Third Harmonic 

Assume a solution to the difference equation 

LI 2x,. + 2( 1 - cost9)xn + b~ = O (3.119) 

to be of the ! orm 

x,, =A (n)cos(nrp) + B(n)sin(nrp) + C(n)cos(3nrp) + D(n)sin(3nrp) (3.120) 

Then 

Llx,. =A (n)i\.cos(nrp) + B(n)Llsin(nrp) + C(n)ticas(3nrp) + D(n)Llsin(3nrp) 

+LlA ( n) cos (nrp) + LlB(n)sin( nrp) + Ll C(n)cas(3nrp) + LlD (n)sin( 3nrp) . (3.121) 

Sinoe we have four functions of n describing x,., we can arbitrarily choose the following as 

our auxiliary conditions 

tiA (n)cos(ny:>) + LlB(n)sin(nrp) = 0 , (3.122) 

tiC(n)cos(3nrp) +LlD(n)sin(3ny:>) =O , (3.123) 

i\.A (n)cas(3nrp) + i\.D(n)sin(ny:>) = 0 (3.124) 

Using these conditions in the expression for i\. x,. (3.121) yields 
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Ll 2x,, =A (n)Llcos(n\O) + B( n)Llsin(n\O) + C(n)Llcos(3n\O) + D (n)Llsin.(3n\O) . (3.125) 

We also have 

+LIA (n)llcos(n\O) + LIB(n)llsin(~) 

+LI C( n)Llcos(3n\O) +LID (n)llsin( 3n\O) . 

(3.126) 

Using the relationships (3.24) and (3.123) and Equations (3.13) and (3.126), the Equation 

(3.119) becomes 

2(A ( n)cos( n\O) + B( n)sin(n\O) )( COS\O - cosi1) + 2( C(n)cos(3n\O) + D(n)sin.(3n\O ))x 

(cos(3\o) -costl) -2llA (n)sin(n\O)sin( f) + 2LIB(n)cos(n\O)sin( f) 

+ b[A(n)cos(n\O) +B(n)sin(n\O) + C(n)oos(3n\O) +D(n)sin.(3n\O)J3= 0 . (3.127) 

From the auxiliary comlition (3.122), (3.123),and (3.124) we have 

llA (n) = sin(n\O)cos-1(n\O)LIB(n) , 

fl C(n) = sin(3n\O )cos-1( n\O )llB( n) 

llD(n) = cos(3n\O)cos-1(n\O)llB(n) 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

(3.130) 

Multiplying Equation (3.127) by cos(n\O) and using Equations (3.128), (3.129), and (3.130) 

and the fact that A (n), B(n), C(n), and D(n) am all slowly varying functions yield 

A (n) [cos\O - cosi'.l] + llB(n) [sin( fl+ sin(~)] 

(3.131) 
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Next rrrultiply (3.127) by sin(nrp) and use 

t,B(n) = cos(nrp)sin-1(nrp)/',A 

/',D (n) = -cos(3nrp)sin-1(nrp )/',A (3.132) 

to get the following 

B(n)[cosrp -cotW]-2/',A (n)[sin( t) +sin(~)] 

(3.133) 

Where we have again used the fact that A (n), B(n), C(n), D(n) are slowly varying func:-

tions. 

By a similar procedure we obtain the equations 

C(n)[ cos( 3rp) -cotW]-2/', C(n)[sin( t) +sin(~)] 

(3.134) 

D (n)cos(3rp) -cotW]-2/', C(n)[sin( ~)+sin(~) 

(3.135) 

The difference Equations (3.131), (3.133), (3.134), and (3.135) determine A(n), B(n), 

C(n), and D(n). 

By setting /', A ( n) = /', B ( n) = /', D ( n) = 0 we obtain the following expressions for the 

steady state solution 



Now if we set 

we get 

and 

where 
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r 3 1 ] . B[cos(ll -cosiJ] + b [ 5(A2+ B2) + 4 (c2+ D2) B = o 

c[cos(3\I') -cosiJ] + b [{ t< C2+D2) + ! (A 2+B2)}c + ~As]= o 

D[cos(3(1l)-co81J]+b[{~ (C2 +D 2)+ !(A 2 +B2)}n+ ~B3]=o. 

B=D=O 

Cl. = COs3(1l - cosiJ , 

(3 = COS(ll - COrW . 

Equation (3.141) yields 

4 3 c2=--(3--A2 
b 2 

Using tbis expression for C2 we can eliminate C in Equation ( 3.142) in order to get 

(3.136) 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

(3.139) 

(3.140) 

(3.141) 

(3.142) 

(3.143) 

(3.144) 

(3.145) 
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(3.146) 

This sixth ortler polynomial determines A given rp and b. C is then determined by Equa-

tion ( 3.145) in ortler to get the steady state solution 

x,, =A oosnrp + C ooS3nrp (3.147) 

A numerical comparison between the lower ortler approximate solution (3.23) and the solution 

obtained here is shown in Figure (3.3). 
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of the steady state solution of the equation 

Xn+l - axn + Xn-I +bx~= 0 
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4 THE DISCRETE MATHIEU EQUATION 

· 4.1 Linearization of the N onlinmr Difference Equation 

Consider as in the previous Chapter the nonlinear difference equation 

l:l 2x,. + ( 1 - oow)x,. + ~ =: bPsinnqi (4.1) 

A ssurne x,,• to be a steady state solution to this equation. Let the pertubation of x,,• 

be ~n· Hence 

(4.2) 

Substitution of ( 4.2) into Equation ( 4.1) gives 

(4.3) 

where we have neglected terms of 0(~2) and higher. 

An approximate expression for the steady state solution, x,,•, was obtained in the 

previous chapter, Section 3.3. We can therefore write 

Equation (4.3) then becomes 

where 

and 

Sb 
a= 2( l -00819) + -A 2 

2 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

W e will call Equation ( 4.5), the discrete Mathieu equation due to the obvious similar-

ity with the well known continuous M athieu equation. 
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4.2 Stability Boundaries of the Discrete M atbieu Equation for Small {J 

4.2.1 Expansion of the Solution 

For small values of fJ it is possible to express the stability boundaries correspond

ing to the solution of the Equation ( 4.5), in the a, {J plane, as an expansion. Let the 

boundaries be given by 

(4.8) 

and let the solution be given by 

(4.9) 

h ' h 'df7T 2rr were 1;0,,, >I,. .. · ave apeno o - or -. 
cp cp 

Substituting the expansions (4.8) and (4.9) into Equation (4.5) and equating 

coefficients of like powers of fJ yield 

{3': I; -(2-a )I; +I; = 0 
On+l o On On-1 

(4.10) 

{JL { 1n+i-(2-cta ){ i,. +{ i,._1 = -(a.1 +cos(2nrp )){,n ( 4.11) 

(32: {z,. -(2-a,){z,. +l;z,. = -a.21;0 -(a,+cos(2nqi)){1 
+1 -1 n n 

( 4.12) 

(33: l;s,.+i -(2-a, ){s,. +l;s,._1 = -a.31;,n -a.21; i,. -(a,+cos(2nrp ln2n . (4.13) 

W e will treat each equation separately starting with ( 4.10). 

The solution to the linear difference Equation ( 4.10) is 

(4.14) 

where 

(4.15) 
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4.2.2 Solutions Having a Period of rr /rp 

W e will first look for solutions having a period of rr /rp. Set 

ex0 = 0 

The Equation (4.10) has then the periodic solution 

~' =A, n 

Using the fact that ex,= 0 and t0 • =A, we can write Equation (4.11) as 

Since we are looking for periodic solutions of period rr /rp we must set 

The periodic solutions of Equation ( 1.5) are then of the form 

where 

A, 
A 1 = -2-( 1---m-s-( 2_rp_)_) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

If we now substitute solutions (4.17) and (4.20) and the values of ex, and ex1 into 

Equation ( 4.12) we can write the following 

In order for Equation ( 4.22) to have periodic solutions we must set 

(4.23) 

which by using (4.21) yields 

(4.24) 
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By using the two first terms in the expansion for a (4.8) we can now produce an 

approximate expression for the stability boundary where the solution has a period of 

JI._. By substituting the values obtained for ex,,, ci.1, and ci.2 into ( 4.8) we get as our sta-rp . 

bility boundary 

W e continue our search for additional 1T period stability boundaries. By setting rp 

we obtain from Equation (4.15) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

( 4.27) 

Where we have assumed cx,, to be sufficiently small for us to justify the neglect of all 

terms of O(rp4) and higher. Hence, by using (4.14) we arrive at the following solu

tion to Equation ( 4.10). 

( 4.28) 

The value of a0 ( 4.26) and the solution ( 4.28) substituted into Equation ( 4.11) yields 

the equation 

In order for the forcing term not to cause resonance we must set 

Cl.1 = 0 . (4.30) 

Equation ( 4.29) can then be written as 

The solution to this equation is of the form 
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Ao 
C1=---2 . 

Brp 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

Substituting solutions (4.28) and (4.32) and the values of a0 (4.26) and a 1 (4.30) into 

Equation ( 4.12) yield 

f 1 Ao 
{z...+,-(2-4rp2)tz,.. +{z,.._, = l-0:2A,+ 8 (cos(4rp)-cos(2rp)) 

r +[-o:2Bo 
1 Ba 
8 cos ( 4rp )-cos ( 2rp) sin( 2nrp) 

+ 1 Ao (Bn ) 
8 cos ( 4rp) -ms ( 2rp) os rp (4.36) 

+ 1 Bo . (Bn ) 
8 cos(4rp)-cos(2rp) sm rp · 

In order for Equation ( 4.36) to have a periodic solution the following must hold 

1 Ao 1 Ao 
-o:Ao+ +--=0 2 8 ms(4rp)-cos(2rp) 8 rp 2 (4.37) 

and 

-o: B _ 1 Bo = O 2 0 8 cos(4rp)-cos(2rp) 
4.38) 

These equations are satisfied if 

1 1 1 
A 0 = 0 and 0:2= +-

8 cos( 4rp )-cos(2rp) Brp2 
(4.39) 

or 
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1 1 B0 =0 and cx2 =-
8 oos ( 4)o )-oos( 29') 

( 4.40) 

If we again neglect terms of O ( 9'4) and higher we get 

1 -2 ( 4.41) l'.X2 = - -;;;-rp 
48 

or 

- 5 -2 
(l'.2 - 48 9' ( 4.42) 

The stability boundaries corresponding to a solution of period .?I... are obtained substi-
9' 

tuting the determined values of a0 , cx1, and cx2 from (4.26), (4.30), and (4.39) or 

( 4.40) respectively into expansion ( 4.8) 

(4.43) 

and 

(4.44) 

We have so far oonstructed three stability boundaries oorresponding to the solutions of 

period .?I... for small (J and 9' . 
9' 

4.2.3 Soluii.ons Having a Perio:l. of 2.7!.... 
9' 

W e here extend our stability analysis by loolctng for the stability boundaries 

oorresponding to solutions of period 2.?I.... Set 
9' 

then we have from ( 4.14) and ( 4.15) 

Substituting a. (4.45) and~. (4.46) into the difference Equation (4.11) yields 
n 

( 4.45) 

(4.46) 
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In order to have a minimum period of z_lI_ we must set 
r,o 

or 

1 
ci.1 = --- and B0 = 0 

2 

1 
ci.1 = 2 and A0 = O . 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

So by choosing a. and ci.1 according to ( 4.45) and ( 4.48) or ( 4.49), respectively, we 

obtain the following stability boundary 

for small /i'. 

4.3 Stability Boundaries of the Discrel.e Mathieu Equaticm 

for Small /i' up to the Fourth Order in Stepsize. 

Consider Equation ( 4.10) 

(4.50) 

(4.10) 

We are searching for solutions with the minimum period of z_lI_. In the previous sec
rp 

lions we chose ci.0 such that the exact solution of ( 4.10) could be approximated, to the 

second order in r,o, by a periodic function with a period of z_lI_. We will here extend 
r,o 

this previous second order approximation to a fourth order approximation in r,o. 

We wish the solution of the difference Equation (4.10) to be of the form 

( 4.51) 

Such a solution can be achieved if we choose a. according to ( 4.15). Hence, 
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By inclucling the three first terms in the expansion of cos( ,o), 

we can, through a ccrnparison with ( 4.54), determine a.0 as 

We can now substitute ~. (4.51) and a.0 (4.54) into Equation (4.11). Hence 
n 

In order for Equation ( 4.54) to have a periodic solution we set 

or 

1 
a.1 = -- and B = 0 2 • 

1 
a.1 = - and A0 = 0 

2 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

Hence the st.ability boundaries corresponcling to the solutions having a period of 2 ~ 
'/! 

are 

(4.57) 

or 

(4.58) 

4.4 The Inclusion of the Third Harmonic 

In this section we will derive a stability criterion for the discrete Duffing equation 

assuming the third harmonic to be included in the steady st.ate solution. By perturbing 
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the nonlinear equation and assmning such a steady state response we will again pro-

· dure a M athieu type equation. 

In Section 4:1 we saw that by perturbing the Duffing equation we obtained the 

equation 

By substituting the steady state solution 

x,,* = Acos(nSo)+Bcos(3n\I)) 

where A and B where determined in Section (3.4), we obtain 

where 

If we now let 

we have 

where 

ex= ~(A 2+ B2) + 2( l -cos-6) 

(3= ~(A2+2AB) 

-y = 3bAB 

P = ':4sz 
2 

p =® (3 

(4.59) 

( 4.60) 

(4.62) 

( 4.63) 

(4.64) 
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qi =2 B 
A+2B 

(4.66) 

and 

0= 
32 

( 4.67) 
A 2+2AB 

Since {3 is small the stability boundaries can be written as 

(4.68) 

and the solution can be written as 

(4.69) 

Substituting a ( 4.68) and ~n ( 4.69) intD Equation ( 4.65) and equating the coefficients 

of equal powers of {3 yield 

{3 1
: ~ 1 -(2-a0 )~, +t, = [a1+cos(2n90)+>i>cos(4n90)+ecos(6n90)]t0 (4.71) n+l '"'TL -n-1 n 

- [ a 1+cos(2n;o )+>i> cas( 4n90) +ecas( 6n90) ]~2,. 

W e will consider the stability boundaries corresponding 1D the solutions with a 

"d f 2rr F thi-. t per10 o -. or s purpose se 
9' 

(4.74) 

A=rding 1D Equations (4.14) and (4.15) we then have 

(4.75) 

as the solution 1D Equation (4.70). Substituting Equations (4.74) and (4.75) intD 

Equation ( 4.71) yield 
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In order to avoid resonance we must set 

(4.77) 

or 

1 
a1= 2' Ao =O . (4.78) 

The solution of Equation ( 4.76) then takes on the following form 

(4.79) 

where 

Au= 
A. l+ili 

Bu= 
Bo 1-ili (4.80) 

4 CDS\O -COS ( 3\0) 4 OOS\O-COS(3\0) 

A12= 
A. ili+0 

B12= 
Bo ili-0 

4 OOS\O -cos ( 5\0) 4 oo~-cos(5\0) 

Arn= 
A. 0 B. 0 
4 oos\O -cos( 7\0) 

B13= 
4 COS\O -cos( 7\0) 

By substituting solutions (4.75) and (4.79) and the values of a0 (4.74) and a 1 

(4.77), (4.78) into Equation (4.72) it is possible to obtain the following condition for 

the existence of a periodic solution .. 
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ex - 1 r (1+~)2 + (~+®)2 
2- el cosrp-cos(3rp) cosrp-cos(511) 

®2 l I andB=O 
COSY' -cos( 7rp) 0 ( 4.81) 

or 

(4.82) 

We now have sufficient information in order to produce an expression for the wanted 

boundary up to an accuracy of 0 ((32) • The st.ability boundary for small (3 is 

ex - 2± - - - I + 2 i ir (1±~22 c~+e22 e2 ] 
-rp 2 13 Bl cosrp-cos(3rp) COS9'-oos(5rp) cosrp-cos(7rp) (3 · 

(4.83) 

It is clear that the correction 1D the st.ability boundary due 1D the introduction of the 

third harmonic is only present in the coefficient of (3 1D the second power. 

4.5 Relating Ure Stabilizy Boundaries of the Mathieu 

Equation to the N anlinear Duffing Equation 

We recollect that we obtained the discrete Mathieu equation 

(4.5) 

by perturbing the discrete Duffing equation 

( 4.1) 

where 

(4.6) 

{3= ~A2 . (4.7) 

From previous Section 4.2.3 we know that two stability boundaries corresponding 1D 

solutions of period 2~ are given by ( 4.50) 
rp 
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a= rp2_ l.{3 
2 

The st.ability regions obtained from these boundaries can be stated as: 

Region I : 

Regicn II: 

(4.50) 

(4.84) 

(4.85) 

where the regions I and II are shown in Figure (4.1). So one of our st.ability condi-

lions in region I and II is 

(4.86) 

Substituting the expression for a ( 4. 6) and {3 ( 4. 7) into the inequality ( 4. 88) yields 

(4.87) 

The stability criterion ( 4.89) is identical to the one obtained earlier by the use of the 

method of slowly varying parameters on the nonlinear Duffing equation. 

4.6 Numerical Determination of the Stabilify Boundaries 

of the Mathieu Equation Using F1oquet Theory 

The Mathieu equation 

has a fundamental matrix solution X n which satisfies 

where 

(4.5) 

(4.88) 

( 4.89) 
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(4.90) 

Since A is a periodic matrix we can write the followillg using Floquet theory 

(4.91) 

where Qn is a periodic matrix such that 

(4.92) 

Using (4.91) and (4.92) it is possible to show that 

(4.93) 

A ssurning XN to be a nondefective matrix we can write 

(4.94) 

where 

(4.95) 

and where 1'1 and 1'2 are the eigenvalues of llie matrix XN. It is clear from Equation 

( 4. 94) that we must require 

fl\; f,;; 1 iE(l,2) (4.96) 

for the solution to remain bounded. It is also clear that since A is periodic in N 

steps, that 

i) if ,\ 1 = 1'2 = 1 the solution is periodic in N steps 

ii) if 1'; = -1, i = 1 or 2 , the solution is periodic in 2N steps. 

So a numerical determination of the stability boundaries, in llie a, (3 plane, of the 

Mathieu equation could follow the followillg outline: 

1. Determine XN by exact simulation of the difference equation with the initial 

condition X 0 = (1.0) T and X 0 =(0,1) T. 
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2. Obtain the eigenvalues of XN. 

3. Vary a in a systematic manner, hokling (J 

oonstant until the desired stability boundary, case i or ii, is reamed. 

Figure (4.1) shows the numerically obtained stability boundaries corresponding to 

solutions with a period of both I'.... and 22'..... The approximate boundaries produced 
rp rp 

earlier are also shown in the figure. It is seen that the accuracy of the approximate 

technique is good for small values of (J. 
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5 STOCHASTIC EXCITATION 

5.1 Linear Systerm 

Before we can approach the task of obtaining exact. or approxirnat.e solutions to 

nonlinear difference equations with stochastic forcing functions we must first examine 

the case for which the equations are linear. Consider the equation 

where M (n) is a Gaussian distributed forcing function with 

E[M(n)J=O 

and 

E[M (n)M (p)J = 26npB 

where E[ ] denotes expectation and where 

-{1 n=p 
Dnp - 0 n»' p 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Due to the statistical description of the forcing function the solution of ( 5.1) can 

only be described using the. same measures. We will here obtain expessions for the 

steady state values of the first and second moment of the response, x,,, . 

Equation (5.1) can be written 

rl x.. ]- r o 1 ] rlx,._,] + r o ] 
Xn+1 - [-b -a x,. [M (n) (5.5) 

If we call 

~ rx,,,_,] r o 1 l ~ r o ] x,.=[x.. ,A=[-b -aJ and f(p)=[M(p) (5.6) 

we have 
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(5.7) 

Since we are looking for the steady state solution we can set 

(5.8) 

hence 

(5.9) 

The mean of x.,,+ 1 is obtained by taking the expectation of Equation (5.9). 

(5.10) 

But from ( 5.2) we have 

E[j(p)]=O (5.11) 

SD 

(5.12) 

Hence, the first moment of the response of a discrete linear system is equal to zero if 

the first moment of the excitation is also equal to zero. 

We proceed to calculate the variance of the response. The seoond moment can be 

obtained by oonsidering 

(5.13) 

but 

~ ~r ro o] 
E[f(p)f (q)]=2Blo 1 Dpq . (5.14) 

Hence 
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E[X,.+1X!+1]=2B i:An-p [g ~](AT)n-p 
p=l 

Assuming A to be nondefective we can write 

where 

and where 

>--1=(*)[-a+-Ja2-4b] 

Substituting ( 5.16) into ( 5.15) yields 

If we now let 

we have 

2B n 
E[xl]= 2. 2 I; p2(n-p)sin2[(n-p)\D] 

p SlIT \D P"l 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Since the second moment of the steady state response is desired, let n ... oo in 

Equation (5.23). Hence for steady state response we get 

(5.22) 

where 
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q=n-p 

A ft.er some manipulation it is possible to write E[ x,,2] as : 

but Equations (5.18) and (5.20) yield 

p=.../5 

. 1 r:-a? 
Slfi\O = 2-v 4 - b 

1 a2 
cos2)o = ---1 

2 b 

Hence by substituting Equation (5.25) into (5.24) we finally get 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

which is the general expression for the second moment of the steady state response of 

the linear differenoe Equation (5.1). This result will be used in Section 5.22 in order 

to obtain an approximate solution to a nonlinear differenoe equation with stochastic 

input 

5.2 Nonlinear Systeim 

5.2.1 Exact. Evaluation of the Second M ornerrts 

From the theory of stochastic differential equations we lmow that the probability 

density function of a Markov process is given by a Fokker-Planck equation [28]. It is 

therefore tempting to try a similar approach for the case of stochastically forced 

difference equations. However, the derivation and existenoe of the Fokker-Planck 

equation depend upon the capability of being able to let the step size, !J. t, approach 

zero. Clearly, this capability is inherently absent for a specific discrete equation. The 
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stepsize is flxed and rannot be treated as a amtinuous variable. We can therefore not 

work with the Fokker-Planck equation as such but are forced to ronsider a equation of 

Kolmogorov-Smoluchowski type [28]. 

Consider the nonlinear difference equation 

(5.27) 

where M (n) is of Gaussian dislribution with zero mean and variance equal to 2B. 

We are interested in obtaining the joint probability density, p(x,.+1 , x,.). We have 

p(X,.+1 ' x,.) = J p(X,.+1 ,x,., Xn-1)dx,.-1 

The triple joint probability density, p(x,.+1 , x,,, , X,.+ 1) can be written as: 

p(x,.nxn,xn-1) = p(X,,+1 IXn.X,.-1)P(X,..Xn-1) 

Substituting (5.29) into (5.28) yields 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

which can be ronsidered to be a equation of Chapman-Kolmogorov- Smoluchowski 

type. For steady state we have 

(5.31) 

Hence Equation (5.30) can be considered to be an integral equation for p(x,.+1 , x,.) 

during steady state. Our goal is to determine the second moment of the steady state 

response from this equation. 

The conditional probability density p(x,.+1 Ix,., x,._ 1) is Gaussian since M (n) is of 
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Gaussian distribution and x,. and z,._1 are both considered to be fixed. Hence 

P(Xr.+1 l"'n.Xn-1) = (2rr)-l! E[~+1 IXn.Xn-1]-l! x 

expl-( l/Z)~+1E[ 211'+1 lx...Xr.-1]-1! 

where 

so 

Zn+1 = Xn+1-E[Xn+1 IXn.Xn-il 

The first =ment of Xn+i given x,. and z,._1 is 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

The conditional seoond =ment E[z,,+1 Ix,., x,._1] in Equation (5.32) can then be 

written 

= E[,,;+1 IXr..Xr.-1]-E[g2(X,.,X,.-1) IXn.Xn-1]+ 2E[M (n)g(X,.,X,.-1) lx,.,x,.-1] (5.36) 

= E[M 2(n) lx,.,x,._1] = 2B , 

where Equation (5.27) has been used. 

Substituting Equations (5.35) and (5.36) into the expression for p(x,.+1 Ix,., z,._1) 

( 5. 32) yields 

p(x,.+1 IXn, Xn-1) = (4rrB)-l>eJo..'P[- 4~(x,.+ 1-g(x,.,x,._1)) 2] 

Hence the integral equation for p(x,,+ 1 , x,,) (5.30) becomes 

(5.37) 
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~ 

p(X,,+1.x,.) = (4rrB)-ll [.exp[- 4~(X,,+1 -g(x,,.X,,-1)) 2)p(x,,,x,,_1)!fx,,_1 (5.38) 

Since the moment of the process x,, can be o bt.ained from the characteristic function, 

M (19i, ~). we proceed to take the Fourier transform of p(an+i, x,.) in order to 

obtain M ("9r, ~). 

Multiplication of Equation (5.38) by exp(i['l9ian+ 1+~]) and integration yield 

M ("9r, 'lk) = j j exp[ i( '!9iXn+1 + 'llex,,) ]p(."7.+1·"'n)dxn+1dxn (5.39) 
-oc _.,,, 

which simplifies to 

The evaluation of the seoond moment of an for a general system via Equation (5.38) 

or Equation (5.40) seems to be a very formidable task which we will here avoid. 

However, we will use Equation (5.40) to determine the seoond moment of x,, for a 

linear difference equation in order to show oonsistency with the result obtained in Sec-

tion 5.1. 

If we set 

(5.41) 

we have 

M ("9r.~) = exp[-4fB]j J exp[i(('l9e-a'l9r)x,,-b'l9ran-i)lP(x,,,x,,-1)dx,,dx,,-1 . (5.42) 

Since for steady state Equation (5.31) holds, Equation (5.42) can be written as follows. 
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M ( '11,, ~) = exp [-'11, B]M ( ~-a'l1,, -b11r) (5.43) 

For a Gaussian pruress with zero mean: 

. MXY('l1,,~) = exp~-*[E[x2]'/Jf+2E[xy]'l1,'J%+E[y2]~]l (5.44) 

Hence Equation (5.43) can be written 

(5.45) 

By equating ccefficient of like powers of 19,'t'>j , i , j E: 1 , 2 we obtain the following 

three equations 

(5.46) 

E[Xn+1Xn] = E[X:+1] a+ E[Xn+1x,,]b (5.47) 

E[X:J = E[X:+1l (5.48) 

Eliminating E[.r-n+ 1 Xn] from (5.46) with the use of (5.47) we get 

[ 2 J - [ 2 ] 2 2a2b [ 2 ] [ ] 2 E x,;+ 1 -2B+E x,;+ 1 a - l+b E xn+i +E Xn+i b (5.49) 

By using ( 5.48) we finally obtain 

2 - 1 +b 1 
E[x,;]-2B 1 b ( )2 2 - l+b -a 

(5.50) 

which is ccnsistent with the results produced in Section 5.1. 

5.2.2 Equivalent Linemizatian 

The method of equivalent linearization, as applied to stochastic nonlinear 

differential equations, was developed independently by Booton [29] and Caughey [30]. 

It is attempted here to extend the applicability of this method to include nonlinear 

difference equations. 
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To achieve this task a:msider the seoond order nonlinear clifference equation driven 

by a stochastic function. 

(5.51) 

where 

E[M(n)]=O (5.52) 

and 

E[M (n)M (p)] = 26"'B (5.53) 

6"' is given by (5.4). Assume e to be a smfill parameter. We want to write Equation 

(5 51) as 

(5.54) 

and where a, is chosen in such a way as to make the equation error, o(.x,.), as small 

as possible. One way of achieving this is to minimize the mean square of the equation 

error, E[ ( x)]. Hence we want to minimize E [ 62 ( xn ) ]. 

E[ 62(.x,.) J = E[( a x,,+e x,~-a,.x,. )2] 

with respect to a,. So set 

0 . 

Substituting the expression for E[o2(x,.)] into Equation (5.56) yields 

E[x,i] 
a,= a+e E[a:;] 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

This specific value of a, minimizes E[ 62(x,.)]. In order to get an approximate solution 

to Equation (5.54) we now simply neglect the minimized term o(x,,). Hence we have 

(5.58) 

where y is our desired approximate solution. Since Ui"' x,. for small e, we will also 
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E[y,f] 
a.= u.+e E[y;] (5.59) 

Equation (5.58) is a linear difference equation with a Gaussian distributed input, hence 

the output, 'lfr<, must also be of Gaussian distribution. Therefore 

E[y,f] = 3E[y;J2 (5.60) 

Using (5.60) we can rewrite (5.59) as 

a,, = a +3E[~] (5.61) 

The mean square value of the response of Equation (5.58) is obtained using the 

theory of linear difference equations derived in the previous sections. Thus 

(5.62) 

By substituting a,, from (5.61) into Equation (5.62) we get 

(5.63) 

So our approximate value for the second moment of the response of the nonlinear 

difference equation can be obtained from 

(5.64) 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

W e have herein ronducted an analysis of a difference equation with a cubic non

linearity. The analysed equation is of the form 

(6.1) 

where 

(6.2) 

The solutions of (6.1) were studied using both exact simulation techniques and 

approximate methods. The approximate methods were developed using slowly varying 

parameter arguments. 

Presented in Chapter 2 was a phase plane analysis of Equation (6.1) with g(n) = O . 

Phase plane plots were obtained by treating Equation (6.1) as a nonlinear map, which 

takes the point (x,._1 , x,.) in R2 to the point (x,., Xn+i) in R 2 , and by plotting these 

points for repeated iteration. 

The locations of the first order fixed points were obtained and the local stability 

was discussed. Depending on the value of the parameters of the map , a and b, we 

classified the fixed points as either centers or saddle points. W e found that solution 

points situated close to a center always exhibit smooth closed trajectories around the 

center. For initial conditions situated sufficiently far away from a center we obtained 

unbounded solutions. 

For certain values of the parameters of the map (6.1) we obtained points, located 

in specific regions of the phase plane, which appeared scattered in a stochastic manner. 

W e have concluded that this chaotic behavior is due to homocinic and heteroclinic 

oscillations of stable and unstable manifolds emanating from the unstable fixed points. 

Stochastic descriptions of the scattered points have been used in the past due to the 

failure of relating the scatter of the points with the complicated structure of these 
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oscillat.ing manifolds. 

It was discovered that the manifolds mentioned above form closed envelopes 

around the centers. Inside these envelopes all solution trajeclDries are smooth and 

closed. 

In Chapter 3 we turned our focus towards approximate solutions of nonlinear 

difference equations. Still considering, for definiteness, a difference with a cubic non

linearity (6.1), we developed an approximate solution technique using the assumption 

that the solutions are modulated by slowly varying parameters. Our goal was to obtain 

approximate solutions of Equation (6.1) in a region in the phase plane where well 

behaved smooth solution trajeclDries were known to exist. Hence, the developed tech

nique is only valid for solutions sufficiently close to a stable fixed poinl 

By assuming a solution of the form 

x,. =A (n)cas(n\O)+B(n)sin(n\O) (6.3) 

where both A (n) and B(n) are slowly varying parameters, we were able to obtain 

the following relationship between the amplitude of the steady state solution of (6.1) 

and the frequency, \0 , with g ( n) = 0 . 

COS\0-COS# ~82 = 0 

(6.4) 

A =O 

where a = 2cost9-. The agreement with the exact solution was shown to be good. 

The approximate solution of. the forced equation with g(n)=bPsin(n\O) was 

obtained in the same manner. A gain the agreement with the simulated exact solution 

was shown to be good. The ultraharmonic response due to the nonlinearity of the 
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system was considered in section 3.4. 

In order to investigate the local stability of the steady state solutions a pertubation 

technique was applied. We obtained the following stability criteria corresponding to the 

steady state solution. 

i) Main Response 

(6.5) 

ii) Ultraharmonic Response 

(6.6) 

In section 3.6 we developed approximate solutions of bigher order. In a flIBt. 

attempt of achieving hlgher order solutions we used the exact central difference for-

mulation. This attempt led to results identical to what had been obtained earlier in 

Chapter 3. As a seoond attempt we included the third harmonic, due to the nonlinear

ity, in the expression of the assumed response of Equation ( 6.1). By so doing a higher 

order approximation of the steady state solution was achieved. However, due to the 

increased complexity of the analysis, the advantage of proceeding with the higher 

order analysis can be oonsidered to be questionable. 

In Chapter 4 we oonsider the discrete Mathieu equation. By the linearization of 

Equation (6.1) an equation of the following type was obtained. 

(6.7) 

W e called this equation "the discrete Mathieu equation". 
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By letting the stability boundaries be given by 

(6.8) 

we obtained, for small (3 , approximate expressions for the stability boundaries 

oorresponding to solutions with periods of !!._ and z!!._ . It was ooncluded that these 

"' "' 
expressions agreed well with the st.ability boundaries obtained numerically through the 

use of Floquet theory and numerical simulation. 

In section 4.4 we included the third harmonic of the steady state solution during 

the linearization of Equation (6.1). This enabled us to obtain the equation 

{n+1-~n+~n-1+[ a+(3 cos(2n90)+7 cos(4n90)+pcos(6n90)] = 0 . (6.9) 

By again expressing the stability boundaries as expansions about a,, we obtained aocu-

rate st.ability boundaries up to O ((32) • The inclusion of the third harmonic did intro-

duce a second order correction of the stability boundaries obtained using only the 

main response. 

In section 4.5 it was ooncluded that the st.ability criteria obtained through the 

method of slowly varying parameters are identical to the criteria obtained via the 

Mathieu equation. 

Presented in Chapter 5 was an analysis of stochastic difference equations. The 

linear equation 

(6.10) 

was first oonsidered, where M ( n) is a Gaussian distributed forcing function with zero 

mean and with an autocorrelation, E[M(n)M(p)] , equal to 2o1'{JB .The first and 

second moment of the steady st.ate response was learned to be 

E[x,.] = 0 ( 6.11) 

and 
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E[ 21 _ 2B l+b 1 
x,; - 1-b 1+2b+b2-a2 (6.12) 

In the case of a nonlinear difference equation we constructed an integral equation 

of Chapman - Kolrnogorov - Smoluchowski type. An implicit expression for the joint 

characteristic fuction was also developed. No attempt was made of using these results 

in order to produce an exact evaluation of the second moment of the solution of the 

nonlinear equation. However, the joint characteristic function expression was used to 

determine the variance of a solution of a linear difference equation in order to show 

consistency with the results obtained earlier in Chapter 5. 

In section 5.2.2 the method of equivalent linearization was extended for the pur

pose of obtaining an approximate value of the variance of the response of a nonlinear 

stochastic cliff ere nee equation. 
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